Key Service Qualities to Build Cardmember
Satisfaction and Profitability

The best strategic thinkers at your credit union have developed a set of compelling consumer
credit card products and a fail-proof multi-channel marketing strategy. Now there should be
nothing left to worry about, right? Probably not. The foundation for a successful long-term credit
card program requires focus on multiple-cardmember servicing qualities. These elements include
a learning-centric servicing organization, adaptive underwriting solutions, efficiently designed
servicing operations, and a focus on minimizing cardmember disruptions. When a credit union
manages these four elements together, it enables them to provide high-quality service for their
cardmembers, creating a lasting, profitable relationship.
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Cardmember Servicing Culture

To enforce the right cultural beliefs, a credit union’s
service advisors should receive a combination of
classroom training, scheduled managerial feedback
and on-the-job training. Many credit unions may
utilize the use of periodic scorecards that review a
service advisor’s performance on metrics such as
making the interaction personal, professional, and
clear while resolving an issue. These scorecards are
populated using call-monitoring systems that allow
senior managers to grade calls on a number of
unique cardmember interactions.

A credit union should strive to create value for their
cardmembers through their servicing operations.
The core of these operations will contain multilingual capabilities, adaptive interactive voice
response systems, 24/7/365 service and a staff
cross trained on multiple products. To fully succeed
in a servicing environment an organization must
have strong cultural pillars of service that are
reinforced through regular training.
The culture center point of a card servicing
organization may focus on delivering exceptional
service, creating customer loyalty, or exceeding
cardmember expectations. In all cases, longterm success within a servicing organization
is dependent upon consistent focus on the
cardmember. Metrics such as average length
of calls, calls answered per hour or potentially
cross-sell ratios may be important to overall
program profitability but will not drive the
right behavior to create a differentiated and
consistent cardmember experience.

% Achieved

To ensure that your operations team is on the right
track, many credit unions rely on automated postcall cardmember surveys. These automated surveys
often focus on the service advisors’ ability to
resolve the issue at hand but should also measure
secondary qualifiers of success such as overall
satisfaction, courtesy and capabilities displayed
by the service advisor. At Elan, our average
cardmember satisfaction rate in 2015 was at
96%. In addition, 81% of cardmember support
calls were resolved within one minute.

Elan’s 2015 Overall Cardmember Satisfaction Rate
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Elan’s 2015 Cardmember Support Call Turnaround

8%

of external credit bureaus and internal custom
scores often allow 75%+ of all applications to be
instantly decisioned. The ability to instant decision
goes hand-in-hand with moving the majority
of applications to an online platform. Online
applications maybe completed directly by the
potential cardmember or indirectly by a customer
service rep or branch/call center employee. These
online applications not only allow for direct
integration into the credit decisioning engine,
they prevent the submission of applications with
incomplete or erroneous fields. These types of
submissions are the leading cause of applicant
denials after credit worthiness.
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The use of external credit
bureaus and internal
custom scores often allow

The ability of a credit union to focus on learning
and creating a strong cultural core creates the
foundation for delivering consistent exceptional
customer service. A culture of being responsive to
cardmembers’ needs makes the servicing of those
needs second nature.
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%

Adaptive Underwriting
Building a relationship with cardmembers starts
with the approval of the application. A modernday underwriting center receives applications via
the web, mobile applications, internal branchdriven networks and traditional paper formats.
These applications may be generated via direct
mail programs, branch promotions, social media
campaigns and other marketing channels. Given the
variety of these application formats and channels,
along with auto/home/line products to review, how
can credit unions handle the volume, minimize turn
times all while maximizing approval for the credit
card applicant?

of all
applications
to be instantly
decisioned

Despite all attempts at digital integration, a
number of applications will continue to arrive on
paper via mail/fax. To manage these applications,
a set of internal Performance Metrics should
be established, especially in conjunction with
regular tracking and comparing to known Industry
Standards. A metric to review paper applications
within the 24–48 hour range is the norm. Even with
a strong set of established internal performance
metrics, a credit union should focus on continuous
improvement. To confirm that all underwriting
processing strategies are reaching maximum
efficiency, regularly test new ideas within a
champion and challenger framework.

Today’s underwriting centers leverage a number of
tools and strategies to create efficient operations.
Given the improvements in data integration into
underwriting strategies, an increasing number of
accounts are getting instantly decisioned. The use
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Successful fraud management relies on a number
of factors with the first being technology. A credit
union must invest in the latest fraud risk scoring
models, fraud detection networks and identity
verification tools. These tools allow a credit union to
uncover potential fraudulent account applications
along with fraudulent transactions. Even with
the right technologies in place, developing robust
fraud strategies are a necessity for a credit
union to succeed. These strategies should be
routed through deep analysis of fraud trends
along with cardmember behaviors. In addition,
external resources should be leveraged such as
law enforcement agencies, industry consortiums
and select partners. A well-developed strategy
will allow a fraud group to appropriately judge
when a specific transaction should be blocked
versus suspending all card transactions in a likely
compromising event.

This collaborative underwriting
process can increase

approval
rates by

5%–10%

With the most efficient underwriting process, the
focus should shift to maximizing the approval
rates to cardmembers. If your credit union has a
centralized underwriting function, allowing for
direct communication with front line employees
can help get a better view of applicant credit
worthiness. These front-line employees can provide
incremental relationship data on the applicant on
other financial relationships, term of relationship,
etc. This collaborative underwriting process can
increase approval rates by 5% – 10%. Additionally,
many underwriting groups will automatically put
any application that was not instantly decisioned
into a manual credit analyst review queue. Using
a combination approach of systemic and manual
underwriting tactics will assist in maximizing
approvals. These credit analysts can look into
the details of the application, credit bureau, and
relationship to determine credit risk and potential
justification for approval. This partially subjective
review process can ensure some of your best
customers get approved for a credit card product.

Once suspected fraud has occurred, a credit union
should take all necessary steps to minimize impact
to the cardmembers. Many credit unions who focus
on non-disruptive consumer interactions help
maintain a positive consumer experience during
fraud events. A multi-channel communication
strategy that takes into consideration the
cardmember’s preference creates a strong
base of any fraud resolution strategy.
This fraud strategy may include pro-active
communication channels such as text messaging
alerts, auto-dialed phone calls, IVR systems and
direct calls from a fraud specialist to communicate
with cardmembers. Early communication goes a
long way to minimize the disruptions caused by
fraud. Once the fraud event has been confirmed,
activities like granting immediate credits to
cardmembers on disputed transactions and
minimizing the cardmember requirement for a
written dispute of a fraudulent event would be
considered among some of the appropriate next
steps and best practices.

Minimizing
Cardmember Impacts
Fraud is continually present in today’s payments
environment and represents the most disruptive
forces to cardmember satisfaction. All credit unions
have the priority to deal with the threat of fraud
efficiently with minimal impact to the cardmember.
The lynchpin to any fraud strategy is the ability
to balance fraud risk management (losses) with
the customer experience (declined transactions).
To manage the duality of these two critical
components takes an experienced and
focused organization.
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Average Net Fraud Chargeoff Amount Per Fraud Charged-Off Account
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The industry has observed some early trends
of a larger phenomenon, the cardmembers’
increasing desire for self-service and real-time
service. Cardmembers are seeking out interactions
via messaging, IVRs, email and other online
channels. The ability to chat online with a service
representative represents a preferred method
of communication for increasing populations.
More cardmembers than ever are signing up for

text/email alerts. Additionally, many credit unions
are allowing cardmembers to send in servicing
questions that include a call-back request. These
trends towards self-service and real-time servicing
remain of top importance to young adults and the
mass affluent populations. These populations make
up core pockets of any credit union’s future growth
and profitability.
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Efficiently Designed
Servicing Operations

and communications across all servicing channels.
Trained employees equipped to effectively handle
customer service calls adds value to customers and
enhances their service experience. This centralized
facility increases in importance if the credit union
has created redundancy within its operational
efforts and manages multiple locations. Redundant
facilities help guarantee minimal cardmember
interruptions but also layer on an additional level
of management.

At the end of the day, within a servicing
organization a credit union needs to be
concerned with more than just providing
exceptional service to the cardmember. For
example, security and accuracy should be the
highest priority when issuing credit cards. The
operations facility should be equipped with 24/7
building security, with monitored digital security
cameras, secure badges, and code access. The
facility should also be PCI compliant and daily
audits should be performed on all work in progress.
With the latest state-of-the art card production
technology with equipment for bar coding,
embossing, EMV, and branding capabilities - onsite
technicians can manage the process from beginning
to end. That process enables quality checkpoints
to provide efficiencies and lower costs resource
collaboration. The card’s branding consistency
can be tracked with barcode technology, and the
quality of the card embossing and mailing process
can be tracked through automation.

Servicing Sells
Exceptional cardmember servicing builds the base
for cardmember satisfaction. That satisfaction
leads to usage which allows a credit union to
continue to offer and invest in credit card products.
It’s highly important that a credit union can reliably
tie back the financial benefit of strong cardmember
servicing to the investment in those operations. A
clear message of benefit motivates employees to
follow the strategies and cultural themes laid out
by your credit union. Despite billions of dollars of
investments in marketing, a satisfied cardmember
and their word of mouth represents the strongest
selling point within any credit union’s arsenal.

Thought needs to be given to the possible creation
of a centralized command center to monitor traffic

Financial benefits include:
1

Increased usage. Cardmembers use their cards which generate sales
and active cardmembers

2

Lower cardmember attrition.

Indirect financial benefits include:
1

Cross-sell opportunities. If cardmembers are satisfied with the card
product, it increases the likelihood of that cardmember signing up for
additional products.

2

Creates front-line employee retention and satisfaction.
Consistent service creates efficient processes and procedures.

3

Compliance risks are minimized. A structured servicing process can
generate consistent audit and review results.

6

Creates higher
value in credit
card portfolios
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For almost 50 years, Elan has helped credit unions grow their business and meet the needs of
their members. After over 150,000 cardmember service surveys in 2015, Elan garnered positive
feedback 92% of the time. Elan has also processed over 1MM applications with an average
turn time of 7.5 days (application receipt to card in cardmember’s hand). Giving best-in-class
cardmember service has been a core mission of Elan since our inception. The importance of
the relationship and the service Elan delivers to our partner credit unions is stressed with our
employees at all locations. Year after year, our partners remain pleased with the Elan solution, as
Elan has seen more than a 96% partner renewal rate.
For more information, call 1-800-223-7009 or visit cupartnership.com.
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